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Introduction
This was the first examination of the strengthened specification and it was pleasing to see
that many candidates seemed well prepared for the changes in question style and format.
Possibly in response to these changes, examiners noted a sizeable number of candidates
using the phrase ‘from my own knowledge’ but this is unnecessary; any additional
information about the context in questions (Q) 1 and Q3 or any third aspect in Q4-7 is
obviously from the candidate’s own knowledge.
Examiners also noted a marked increase in the amount of candidates taking extra paper. It
should be noted that the space allocated for each answer reflects the amount of available
marks and is intended to allow for some planning work, as well as the written answer in the
longer questions. It was noticeable that additional marks were earned on the extra pages
by very few of the candidates involved. In the majority of cases the extra pages were taken
for the early questions and gained no extra marks yet in many cases these candidates then
produced short answers for the later, more heavily weighted questions.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that candidates are being encouraged to use extra pages in
the expectation that their paper will then be marked by a senior examiner. This is a false
assumption – teams of examiners marked all scanned answers.
The extended answers now offer only two bullet points as a stimulus. This means that
candidates need to be familiar with the names, events and terms used in the specification in
order to recognise the appropriate chronological period. There has always been the problem
of candidates thinking that the 19th century refers to the 1900s but they also need to be
able to place the Roman or Anglo-Saxon period accurately and recognise that there may be
gaps of hundreds of years between the events about which they are writing when discussing
change and continuity.
In the extended answers candidates needed to include additional information of their own
and candidates who did not do this could not achieve above 10 marks. Here again, it was
important to have a sense of period so that appropriate additional material may be included.
Candidates were not required to use the stimulus material but should still aim to have
covered three aspects or more in order to be sure that they have covered all sides of the
question or the entire timescale.
At Level 3 the candidates analyse the question in order to ensure they address the question
that has been asked whereas Level 2 answers tend to provide information about the topic in
the question. Another key feature of answers at Level 3 and above is that they explain the
link between the question and the detail they provide rather than simply stating that this
detail supports or challenges the idea in the question, or that this factor led to change or
continuity.
The conclusion is very important at Level 3 and Level 4. At Level 3 many answers will
give evidence to support the statement followed by evidence against it and then offer
a conclusion that the statement is ‘somewhat true’ without any sense of an argument
building up throughout the answer or any evaluation of the two sides of the argument.
The conclusion should evaluate the strength of the evidence on each side and explain
how a judgement has been reached. This is a difficult skill so it is not surprising that few
candidates can do this at GCSE but it was noticeable that many Level 4 answers included
plans that showed the candidate had not only selected relevant information but had
established a clear line of argument before starting to write the answer.
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Question 1
The basic thrust of this question has not changed – it focuses on the analysis of change.
This has not become an evaluation question so comments about continuity could not be
rewarded. There were relatively few comments about the reliability of the sources in the
question but these again, could not be rewarded. It was also pleasing to see fewer answers
wasting time by giving extensive quotations and descriptions.
As before, candidates need to use the sources in combination to identify the nature or
extent of change but they must now include additional own knowledge. This can be used
to give further detail about the situation in the sources or it can be used to explain the
nature or extent of the change that had been identified. In some cases, the additional
knowledge was very brief, for example a reference to a uniform being adopted by the New
Model Army or an explanation that red was used because it was a cheap dye and could be
identified through the smoke on a battlefield. In other cases, more detailed information was
simply added at the end and not linked with the sources or with the change that had been
identified.
In this question, Source A showed the British army in 1704 wearing brightly coloured
uniforms whereas the article in B explained how the new uniform would help to camouflage
soldiers. Changes identified by candidates included: changes in appearance because battles
were now less likely to be fought in the open or because there was more concern now about
casualties to highly trained, professional soldiers. Other answers explained how modern
uniform adapted to modern warfare and was intended to make stealthy movement easier, or
that modern uniforms often incorporated protective panels.
The most common use of own knowledge was to discuss the adoption of a uniform by the
New Model Army, the problems in identifying combatants on a hazy battlefield and the
nature of modern warfare. However, candidates should remember that the focus of this
question is change between the two sources and lengthy own knowledge is not a guarantee
of high marks.
In some cases, candidates were limited in the marks they could achieve because although
the answer arose from the situations in the sources, all the details were from own
knowledge, with no explicit reference to the sources.
Some excellent answers were characterised by a direct focus on change. These answers
started by stating the change that had occurred and then used details from the sources to
demonstrate that change, and own knowledge to explain how or why it happened.
It was noticeable that some candidates lacked an accurate chronological sense of context
and made invalid comments about the sources or the change that was identified. Candidates
also lost marks when they did not focus on the question and identified change in training
or recruitment. Some answers discussed the two sources separately and the identification
of change was left implicit or different points were highlighted in A and B. It should be
noted that identifying a difference between the two sources is not the same as inferring and
explaining a change.
Unfortunately, some answers that had a good explanation of the nature of change based on
the sources, did not include own knowledge. These could not achieve more than half marks.
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Examiner Comments

This response makes valid comments about change and it is based clearly on the
two sources. However, they are not used explicitly and there is no use of own
knowledge.
Total = 4

Examiner Tip

Make sure you do everything the question tells you to do. Identify the sources
when you use them and add details from your own knowledge.
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Examiner Comments

This answer identifies change, uses the sources and includes own knowledge. It
achieves full marks.
Total = 8 marks
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Question 2
The groups named in Q2 are named in the specification so it was disturbing to see some
blank or very confused answers. Some candidates also misread the question. They provided
detail about recruitment, or training, or a description of the Battle of Watling Street that
covered the methods of fighting on both sides.
The more popular choice was ‘The Romans’ but a sizeable number of answers were on ‘The
Celts’: most candidates could provide a range of relevant details confidently. Some answers
listed merely those details but many excellent answers provided a clear explanation of how
different aspects of the way the soldiers fought affected their overall success. The training
and discipline of the Romans, together with their formations, teamwork, and appropriate
weapons, were all discussed. The Celts' lack of organisation, intimidating tactics, and their
weapons were also well known.
Since the question asks about key features, candidates should provide details on several
key aspects of the topic, not simply list them. In addition, there should be some logical
organisation to the answer but there is no expectation of argument or evaluation – and
there are no marks available for such comments. Some candidates treated this as a high
mark question and explained why the Romans were able to defeat the Celts. This was
outside the scope of the question and sometimes these answers received low marks despite
their good knowledge, because they failed to include the description of key features of the
way the soldiers fought, which was the focus of the question.
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Examiner Comments

This answer makes some valid points but they are all
rather generalised.
Total = 3 marks
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Examiner Comments

This answer includes a range of specific detail,
presented in an organised way. It achieves full
marks.
Total = 6 marks
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Question 3
This was a totally new-style question for this paper but it is very similar to Q4 in the Unit 3
examination of the previous version of this specification. Most candidates did not seem to
find it difficult to answer but they often made the same mistakes as had been seen on Unit 3
previously.
Relatively few candidates assumed that the source’s usefulness (or reliability) depended
simply on its nature or date. This approach, which took little account of the specific source
being assessed, was likely to remain at Level 1, as was a judgement based on the amount,
or clarity, of detail in the source.
A focus on the specific source was likely to be Level 2. Some answers discussed the content
of the source with the implicit assumption that this information must be useful to the
historian. However, many candidates did explain why this information was useful for the
historian’s enquiry and a number also made links to their own contextual knowledge to show
whether it was accurate or if there were gaps in the information. These comments were
usually about details of the battle and the most common additional own knowledge was an
explanation of the role of the Prussians or of the use of infantry squares.
It was interesting to see a number of candidates discussing the source in terms of accuracy
and comprehensiveness, which was a valid way to apply additional contextual knowledge to
the information in the source. In some cases, there was little use made of details from own
knowledge, they were merely added to the answer in an attempt to validate the source, or
the answer became a description of the battle rather than an evaluation of the source. A
minority of candidates did not address the question’s focus on usefulness to an historian and
instead they assessed the source for its usefulness at the time.
Fewer candidates focused on reliability and these were more likely to make assertions
without providing supporting evidence or showing how it affected the source’s usefulness.
The automatic claim that the source was biased was made frequently. There was an implicit
assumption that this is a negative point but with no explanation of the bias (towards/against
…?), no details offered to demonstrate this bias and no explanation of the link to utility.
Where an explanation was offered it was assumed that Gronow was biased in favour of
Wellington because he was fighting under Wellington’s command.
Similarly, it was noted often that the source was primary and it was assumed that coming
from the period in question it was automatically reliable and valuable, or unreliable because
it was written a number of years later. However, some answers did go beyond the fact that
Gronow was writing about his personal experience (and therefore assumed to be reliable)
to discuss the fact that he was an experienced officer and they suggested that this gave
weight to his opinion. Strong answers could also focus on the nature and purpose/intended
audience of the source, considering whether or not it was a private or public source, if it was
intended to influence other people, or whether or not the circumstances distorted the source
content in any way.
Additional knowledge was used usually to discuss the extent of coverage of the battle but
some candidates asserted confidently that they knew Wellington did/did not give the order
to charge or queried the stated number of French soldiers. However, a number of candidates
used a checklist approach here, writing a comment about nature, origin, and purpose but
not developing it. Typical of this approach was the comment that as an account based on
personal experience it was reliable but since it was written some years later it was not
reliable and its purpose was to inform others. There was little development offered, for
example a consideration of why Gronow might have wanted to publish his account over
40 years later and whether the delay might have allowed additional information about the
battle to emerge.
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The best answers combined both elements, considering the usefulness of the content but
modifying the judgement about usefulness through a consideration of reliability or whether
or not the source could be treated as authoritative. They also recognised the specific focus
in the question that the historian’s enquiry was about Wellington’s victory at Waterloo and
not warfare generally. However, there were relatively few answers that recognised all the
demands of this question and it was disappointing to see a number of excellent answers that
were restricted to 4 marks because they did not include additional own knowledge.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate uses own knowledge to
assess the usefulness of the source
content but also takes into consideration
various factors affecting reliability and how
authoritative this source is. It achieved full
marks.
Total = 8 marks
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Examiner Tip

Remember to look at the usefulness of the
content in the light of whether or not it is
reliable or representative of the typical situation.
You are also told to use your own knowledge,
which could be used to discuss the accuracy of
the information or place the source in context
when considering reliability.

Examiner Comments

This response starts by making valid points about the author and reliability but the
comments about the source content are confused.
Total = 3 marks
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Question 4
Responses here generally showed good knowledge based on the bullet point stimulus but
also demonstrated the importance of question analysis and structure in an answer. A good
answer needed to identify the problem, say what action was taken and explain how that
solved the problem. It was not enough simply to describe the work of Nightingale and say
that she reduced the death rate at Scutari.
Candidates were often unclear about the problems of provisioning an army so far away;
some candidates asserted that supplies were taken from Britain across Europe to the Crimea
by train and comments about steamships were often quite limited. There was also little
discussion of what was needed - for example, tents, clothes, food, fuel - or discussions of
the severe winter conditions, or the difficulties in getting supplies from the docks to the
troops. Yet there was a number of very knowledgeable candidates who could give specific
detail about the speed and capacity of steamships compared with wooden ships and about
the railway built between Sevastopol and Balaclava.
The work of Florence Nightingale was usually well known but accounts of her actions were
not always linked to a problem or to an explanation of how this solved that problem, which
limited these answers to Level 2. There were also impressive references to the work of
George Pringle, John Hunter and the origins of the Red Cross but unfortunately, only Pringle
was relevant to the Crimean War.
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Examiner Comments

There is some valid detail about Florence Nightingale included here but nothing else has a sense of
the context of the Crimean War and there is little focus on problems and solutions. The mention of
airplanes is also confused.
Total = 5 marks

Examiner Tip

Check the question carefully - 'problems' is part of the question so you need to explain what those
problems are.
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Examiner Comments

There is a clear focus here on explaining the problem and the solution in both provisioning and
medical care. There is also excellent use of very specific detail. The answer achieved full marks.
Total = 12 marks
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Question 5
This was the more popular choice of question but less able candidates tended to describe
recruitment propaganda during the First World War with little recognition that the question
asked about change. Some answers recognised the emphasis on change but not the
timescale and wrote about recruitment to the feudal army or the New Model Army.
There was excellent understanding of the different ways that propaganda appealed to men:
through a sense of duty and patriotism, a sense of adventure, the need to protect families,
the idea that Germany was evil and needed to be stopped, and future shame if they did
not do ‘their bit’. There were also good explanations of the role of the PALs battalions in
encouraging recruitment although some were confused about the use of the white feather
and appeared to think that men were forced to wear these.
Many candidates said that conscription was introduced although some did not offer many
details or explain the nature of the change in recruitment. They were less sure about
recruitment during the Second World War or National Service, often assuming this was
voluntary and some seemed to confuse this with the American ‘draft’ but a pleasing number
explained the voluntary nature of modern recruitment.
There was a number of good comments about the end of National Service, or that showed
that voluntary recruitment in 1900 was linked to duty and patriotism whereas modern
recruitment stresses the opportunity for personal development. Those answers that did
cover modern recruitment were often Level 3. Other good points raised were about the
recruitment of women or the ways in which changing technology has led to different abilities
being needed and therefore changes in recruitment.
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Examiner Comments

This response has an excellent focus on change and
covers the whole of the period. Full marks were awarded.
Total = 12 marks
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Examiner Comments

This has some valid detail about PALs battalions and
some valid comments about propaganda but much
of the rest is very confused and out of period.
Total = 7 marks

Examiner Tip

Make sure that you check the dates in the
question - you will not receive marks for
anything that is outside the timeframe.
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Question 6
This was a popular choice of question and candidates wrote confidently about the use of the
musket and its impact on warfare. Comments included the use of pikemen with musketeers,
the use of volleys, the effect on cavalry, the evolution of muskets and the development of
dragoons.
Candidates were less confident talking about concentric castles and their impact on warfare.
Many simply described methods of attacking or defending any castle or stated that castles
declined after the invention of gunpowder. Few candidates were able to explain why the
development of concentric castles made sieges more likely and changed the nature of an
attack on a castle. However, a number discussed the siege of Acre – this is no longer named
in the specification but valid comments can still be rewarded.
The longbow was often used as the third aspect. Many candidates could make suitable
comments about its use at Agincourt and impact on cavalry although they would have
developed a stronger line of argument had they planned their answer and not left the
longbow until the end.
Less able candidates described new weapons but could not link this with changes in the
nature of warfare, whilst others went outside the timeframe of the question. It was also
disappointing to see a number of blank answers – since this question carries 16 marks and
the additional 3 marks for Spelling Punctuation and Grammar (SPaG), failure to answer had
a significant impact on the final mark.
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Examiner Comments

This answer has a clear focus on the question and explains how new weapons had an impact on
warfare.
For example, the use of the longbow not only affected the mounted knight but also the training
required led to the use of mercenaries and the decline of the feudal army.
The impact of muskets is also covered before an alternative factor to new weapons is examined.
The answer looks at developments in castle design and the use of gunpowder and then evaluates
different reasons why the nature of warfare changed
It achieved full marks with 3 marks for SPaG.
Answer = 16 marks
SPaG = 3 marks
Total = 19 marks
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Examiner Comments

This answer tends to describe developments in
weapons in general terms.
Cannon, castles, muskets are mentioned but with
little explanation of how they led to changes in
warfare.
The answer then makes some general comments
about changes in tactics and training but these
are not linked clearly to specific new weapons.
The candidate has understood the question but
lacks specific details.
Answer = 7 marks
SPaG = 2 marks
Total = 9 marks
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Examiner Tip

You need to be able to support
your comments with specific
details. This involves thorough
revision so that you know
relevant information, but then
the answer has to explain the
connection between the details
and the question.

Question 7
Answers, here, often included good detail about tanks but little else. Many answers
explained that tanks had a psychological impact on the Germans, who saw them as
‘monsters’ and explained the way a tank could safely cross no-man’s land and reach enemy
lines. Answers also pointed out their slowness, mechanical unreliability and the discomfort
suffered by the tank crew. However, these answers lacked the recognition that the focus of
the question was on why the stalemate was broken – a causation question with one factor
suggested as ‘the most important reason’.
Comments about the benefits and problems of tanks could reach Level 3 if they related
to the stalemate on the Western Front and some candidates produced good answers that
differentiated between various tanks or between their use in the battles of the Somme and
Cambrai. Strong answers could explain how tactics were adapted to make good use of tanks
rather than simply saying that tanks frightened the Germans and ‘punched’ through the
front line.
However, to reach Level 4 there needed to be some evaluation of the use of tanks as ‘the
most important reason’ why the stalemate was broken. Some knowledgeable candidates
discussed the tactics of Haig and Rawlinson, the use of artillery, or the policy of attrition,
but many answers did not consider any alternative factor and were therefore limited in the
marks they could achieve.
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Examiner Comments

This answer focusses on tanks and gives some of the
good and bad points about their use.
However, the only point where this is related to the
breaking of the stalemate is the comment that it
encouraged the men to advance closer to the enemy.
For this reason, it stays in Level 2.
Answer = 7 marks
SPaG = 2 marks
Total = 9 marks

Examiner Tip

Look carefully at the question and work out what its
focus is - this is a causation question about why the
stalemate was broken, it is not a question just about
tanks.
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Examiner Comments

This answer recognises the focus in the question on why the stalemate
was broken and makes valid points about the use of tanks and the policy
of attrition.
However, although it states that other factors such as 'MGs' (machine
guns) played a role, it does not develop an explanation of this.
Consequently, this answer could not go beyond 10 marks because it
had not considered a third aspect, in addition to the two stimulus bullet
points.
Answer = 10 marks
SPaG = 3 marks
Total = 13 marks

Examiner Tip

Make sure that you include a third aspect from your own knowledge; you
do not need to say 'from my own knowledge' because this will be obvious
to the examiner, but you do need to provide some details, not just
mention a third aspect.
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Paper Summary
Spelling, punctuation and grammar.
A number of examiners commented on the problems caused by poor handwriting, which
sometimes was not even on the lines in the answer booklet. Quite apart from affecting
the SPaG mark, if letters and punctuation cannot be identified, poor handwriting causes
the examiner to lose the flow of an argument. This is becoming a serious problem at all
levels – if the writing is difficult to read an examiner will not be able to understand a badly
expressed answer.
Examiners also commented on the frequent failure to use capital letters for names.
There are several difficult words in this specification but candidates should be able to spell
key names, and words such as artillery, soldier, feudal, cavalry, propaganda, recruitment,
patriotic and national, especially when they were included in the question.
Punctuation was often basic, only commas and full stops; apostrophes were regularly
missing or misused.
Candidates should appreciate that the use of paragraphs not only contributes to SPaG marks
but also help to make an argument more structured. Far too many answers consisted of one
extended paragraph.
There was little use of ‘textspeak’ but the use of ‘would of’ and ‘he done’ is still fairly
common.
Interestingly, there were signs that candidates made an attempt to improve their SPaG on
Q6 and Q7, with trial spellings, corrections and reminders clearly visible at the start of some
answers.
Conclusion
Generally, candidates responded well to the new format of the question paper. Where marks
were lost, it was often as a result of ongoing problems highlighted in previous sessions –
confused chronology and failure to analyse and respond to the specific question – rather
than a problem associated with the changed examination paper.
However, although there were relatively few blank answers, a large proportion of them
were on Q3, which should have been familiar to candidates had they looked at past Unit 3
examinations. In the extended answers it was pleasing to see additional knowledge being
brought in by many candidates.
As always, examiners commented on the truly impressive standard produced by a number
of candidates – such answers are a pleasure to read.
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice.
•

Check the command term in the question and plan an answer responding directly to the
focus of the question, not just the topic or the factor identified in the question.

•

Use the mark allocation and available space as a guide to how much detail should be
included.

•

Do not waste time and paper by writing an introduction that describes the source(s)
involved or that restates the question.

•

Make sure you write about the correct timescale in the question

•

Identify the target concept – is the question about causation, change and continuity,
consequences, comparison, significance, evaluating the extent of change etc. Each of
these requires a different approach and whilst the same material may be relevant, it
should be deployed in a different way.
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•

Include supporting detail and explain how it supports the comment you are making.

•

The stimulus bullet points will usually guide you towards two different sides of the issue
or the full range of the timescale.

•

The conclusion should evaluate the strength of the evidence on each side and explain
how a judgement has been reached.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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